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"A lively, provocative, and comprehensive economic critique and analysis of investment intended for perilous periods and likely to be of enduring value."--Lawrence A. Cunningham, Author and Professor, Boston College
"Tracing the history of investment from the South Sea Bubble to America's bubble economy of the 1990s, Don Coxe has provided an excellent survival guide for understanding the financial markets of the 21st century."--David Hale, Global Economist, Hale Advisors LLC

"This is a clever, witty, and interesting book. It could only have been written by a historian/philosopher with years of investing experience. There are valuable insights and lessons here that are historically, philosophically, economically, and financially based. This book sets a framework necessary for anyone investing in the 21st century."--Robert C. Klemkowsky, Chairperson, Finance  Department, Fred T. Greene Professor of Finance, Kelley School of Business, Indiana University

The New Reality of Wall Street provides specific techniques investors can use to uncover solid investments and rebuild their investment portfolios. Filled with useful and rational insights into the often irrational behavior of investors and markets, this timely book features

	In-depth analysis of how long the current Triple Waterfall environment should last--and what investors can do to weather the storm  
	Strategies for seeing warning signs of--and sidestepping--the potential price dangers of deflation  
	Investment alternatives to hedge against equity portfolio risks  
	Insights into the unique risks a bear market holds for the dollar  


Say the words "Triple Waterfall," and seasoned market vets will smile knowingly. The New Reality of Wall Street details how millions of investors both small and large ignored the obvious dangers and were sucked into the market's downward spiral--and provides a step-by-step program for both recovering from the recent deluge and prospering in the new investment environment.


The New Reality of Wall Street tells investors where to look, and what to look for, to both lock in profits and protect against risks in today's seemingly chaotic, Triple Waterfall markets. Donald Coxe, one of today's most successful and influential institutional investing practitioners, applies the lessons of history to the current boom-and-bust market environment. His battle-hardened findings and insights will show you how to

	Understand and profit from the Triple Waterfall phenomenon  
	Forecast which direction inflation will turn . . . and when . . . and why  
	Look beyond U.S. borders to uncover investment opportunities overseas



About the Author

Donald Coxe is chairman and chief strategist at Harris Investment Management, Inc., and manager of the Harris Insight Equity Fund. Coxe is a contributing editor to MacLean's and a former associate editor of National Review.
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DB2 pureXML Cookbook: Master the Power of the IBM Hybrid Data ServerIBM Press, 2009

	Hands-On Solutions and Best Practices for Developing and Managing XML Database Applications with DB2


	 


	More and more database developers and DBAs are being asked to develop applications and manage databases that involve XML data. Many are utilizing...
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Programming From The Ground UpBartlett Publishing, 2004
This text uses Linux assembly language to take you one step at a time how processors view memory, how the processor works, how programs interact with an OS, how computers represent data internally, and much more.

The difference between mediocre and star programmers is that star programmers understand assembly language, whether or not they...
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Network Performance and Security: Testing and Analyzing Using Open Source and Low-Cost ToolsSyngress Publishing, 2016

	Network Performance Security: Testing and Analyzing Using Open Source and Low-Cost Tools gives mid-level IT engineers the practical tips and tricks they need to use the best open source or low cost tools available to harden their IT infrastructure. The book details how to use the tools and how to interpret them. Network Performance...
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Referent Similarity and Nominal Syntax in Task-Based Language TeachingSpringer, 2019

	This volume addresses an important gap in the literature on task design and second language use. Building on insights from over 50 years of research on the relationship between task demands and language use, it examines how referent similarity relates to developmentally-relevant variation in the use of nominal structures, comparative structures...
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Creative Problem Solving for Managers: Developing Skills for DeciRoutledge, 2005

	This accessible text provides a lively introduction to the essential skills of creative problem solving. Using extensive case-studies and examples from a range of business situations, it explores various problem-solving theories and techniques, illustrating how these can be used to solve a range of management problems.
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Algorithms & Data Structures : The Science Of Computing (Electrical and Computer Engineering Series)Charles River, 2004
While many computer science textbooks are confined to teaching programming  code and languages, Algorithms and Data Structures: The Science of  Computing takes a step back to introduce and explore algorithms -- the  content of the code. Focusing on three core topics: design (the architecture of  algorithms), theory (mathematical...
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